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CARBON FEATURE

As the 1978-79 season nears its end, a post-season play-off spot appears likely for the men's basketball team. The CARBON asked head coach John Grimes about some of the objectives and accomplishments of this year's young squad.

CARBON: Can you evaluate the team's performance so far this season, with regard to any goals that may have been set earlier?

Coach Grimes: When we got together as a team early last semester we discussed, at length, some of the things we wanted to accomplish this year. One important goal we set for ourselves was to improve upon what we did last year. Although we had a poor won-lost record last season, we had several young players gain a lot of confidence and valuable experience. This is important in helping us accomplish our main goal this year, that is, to get into the NAIA District 21 play-offs.

Carbon: Does a tournament spot seem likely, at this point?

Grimes: We have to work hard, but we have a good shot at it. We feel that this would be quite an achievement for the team.

Carbon: At first glance the team's won-lost record wouldn't appear overly impressive. Do you feel that it accurately reflects the team's ability?

Grimes: I feel that the competitive level among the teams we play is high enough that you have to play well every game to win. There are no teams you can count on beating by just "showing up". We may also lose some games to bigger schools, but this helps us improve and prepare for the tournament.

Carbon: How important to the team is it to get the support of the school community behind them?

Grimes: I think it's encouraging for everyone, especially the players, to know that their hard work and sacrifices are recognized by others. Although our athletes may have their own individual goals while playing, they are also representing Marian College.

Carbon: Can you conclude by telling us what you think is necessary to get people involved in supporting the basketball program here?

Grimes: The key is just coming out and watching the games. I think there's a lot of exciting basketball being played at the small college level in Indiana. Our goal at Marian is to be competitive each time we play, and we are gaining the respect of other schools. We are in the process of becoming a good basketball team. This is a tribute to the people who support the team, as well as those who are directly involved as team members.

TO THE MASSES:

Everyone complains about this school, not having enough activities and dances. And so, Mark Jackson and several others set up a dance in Doyle and what happens? No one goes! Now that is pathetic! A school is only as dull as the students make it. Those of us that went to the dance had a good time and I'm really sorry for those that missed out.

So I don't want to hear anymore of you complaining because you had your chance and you blew it.

CREE

CORALLING FOR CIRCLE K

Last year a group of dedicated students got together to form a club which would provide services for the college and the community at large. This group received charter membership in the International Circle K organization. Since that time, it has provided dozens of services for Marian College and others, such as ushering at plays, selling peanuts for cancer research, having holiday bake sales, selling raffle tickets for the needy at Christmas, and sponsoring semi-annual campus clean-up days. But most of the members will be graduating in May, including the officers. What we need are new members, students interested in joining a club which actually does something! If the club has to fold, this school will lose a lot of good P'R. people who get to hobnob with a number of high-ranking Kiwanians. The Kiwanis groups in this state (continued in next column)

CIRCLE K CLUB (Cont.)

put a lot of students through college on scholarships. The Circle K club is just one way for us to show the Kiwanians (our sponsor group) a little support. If you are interested in becoming a member or would like to run for an office, come to the meeting on Tuesday, February 20, at 12:45 p.m. in Marian Hall, room 205. We really need some good people who like to help others and have a good time. See you at the meeting.

CIRCLE K CLUB OF MARIAN COLLEGE

BOOSTER CLUB MINUTES

The new president, Lisa Mailloux, introduced the functional board members to the other officers at the meeting on February 14 at 11:30. Dr. Appleby then showed slides of past field days. If anyone has ideas for activities for field day, get in touch with a Booster Club Member, or come to the next meeting. All students are encouraged to come and show some spirit.

BOOSTER CLUB

LOVE QUOTES:

There are two things a real man likes—danger and play; and he likes woman because she is the most dangerous of all playthings. --- Nietzsche

He that falls in love with himself will have no rivals. ----- Benjamin Franklin
I would just like to thank all those who helped with the past Subscription Drive of the Marian 79. All those people who made signs, sat at the table or just passed the word around. A special thanks goes to all those people who bought subscriptions.

And for those who had nothing to do with the subscription drive and who also failed to see the need for buying a yearbook, I say that “Apathy shall rule”. If it were up to some of the people here around, apathy would be in the US Constitution.

If George Washington would have been apathetic who would be on the one dollar bill? If you want to be a subscriber but just couldn’t get around to it (you had two weeks) you can still get a hold of Sr. Carol Slinger - math office or Joe Horan, ext. 341, and we can see what we can do to rectify the situation.

I was taking my annual 465 survey and stopped a few motorists and asked what they thought about the snow and weather in general. This family of eskimos said they liked it and when asked where they hide their money from polar bears, they replied in a snow bank. The Boston Strangler got all chocked up when asked about the cold; A few polar bears are just dying for spring; I.C. Cold down at Cold Igloo Sales and Service isn’t looking forward to Spring due to the decrease in sales.

Well, I must be heading out soonagain. I just wanted to thank all those who took part in the Subscription Drive and would like to announce Dale Wernke’s flight to Yugoslavia has been canceled due to apathy. That causes a lot of things to go down the tubes, doesn’t it?

Well, for now I must get going. I have to get to Eastern Bulgaria to the Greater Derdap Annual Polish Joke Parade. There’s even going to be a representative from both the North and South Pole.

Joe Horan
Business Manager,
Marian 79

BLACK HISTORY WEEK

This February is Black History Month. Marian will be celebrating this occasion on the 25th and 26th of Feb. with a movie entitled “Nothing but a Man”, and a Black History Week lecture by Frantz Franiz Fanon.

“Nothing But a Man” will be shown on Feb. 25th at 7:30 p.m., in the Marian Library Auditorium. According to Sr. Francesca Thompson, it is a subtle movie, the theme being that it is difficult for a black man to discover and keep an identity. Frantz Fanon, most noted for his book THE WRETCHED OF THE EARTH, will be at the Marian library to lecture at 7:30 p.m. on the 26th. The Union for Black Identity campus organization is in the process of being reorganized by Randy Williams, Senior student at Marian. UBI will be electing 1979-80 officers in the near future. Randy said the 15 member organization serves to aid students in all aspects of college life. Sr. Francesca stated some students think the UBI group should not exist because it serves as a separation rather than a mingling of all students. She disagrees with this argument.

“Students in a minority should feel that there is an interest in their aspirations as a people,” she explained.

Students interested in joining UBI should contact Randy Williams at Doyle Hall.

Nancy Smith

ATTENTION “ADULT LEARNERS”

Apologies to those of you who came for the informal lunch & discussion on Wednesday--and found the lunch room door locked! It was my oversight. So that you won’t think that you’ve been completely forgotten, here is a “line-up” of things to come:

Wed. Feb. 28—Ash Wednesday—first day of Lent. There will be an all school Mass at 11:15. Afterwards yo are welcome to an informal luncheon discussion in the Home Ec. lab.

Wed. Mar. 21—11:30 luncheon and discussion on “Conflicts of Career/College/Family”, with Mrs. Rosalie Kelly, Director of Women’s Programs at the YWCA as the discussant.

Mon. thru Wed. Mar. 26–28—an informal luncheon discussion will be held in the Home Ec. lab from 12 to 1 pm on the topic “Prayer in My Life”. The discussants will be Fr. Steve Luebber and Fr. John Hilgert who will be leading the campus renewal program that week.

---Sister Sue

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Looking for a program aimed at helping you in your personal and spiritual development? Why not attend Genesis II, a comprehensive, multimedia program—developed around the work of Father Vincent Dwyer, nationally known for his work in spiritual renewal programs. Genesis II (Recreation) has been well received throughout the country and is currently being offered on six Tuesdays, Feb. 27 through April 3 from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Vocations Center (formally Latin School) in Indy. For more info call 638-4478 or inquire at the Campus Ministry Center, ext. 560 or 232. Its a good program—you won’t regret having made it!

The Campus Ministry

DANCE OF THE HEARTS

After quite a cold spell for a couple of days mixed with snow from the clouds and ice on the ground, we saw a warming trend on Wednesday Valentine’s Day. This is the day when the hearts stay warm, and the weather too followed suit. We had a very cloudy but still warm and comfortable day on Thursday. But today Dance Day turned out to be a cold day.

But this cold day, has no way to make the Hearts at Marian cold anyway. The Sophomore class is all set for a very warm evening. Love will be hovering in and over Allison Mansion and the fashion will be according to the normal tradition of Formal Dances. Orchestra of Turner will turn on the music and a Marianite will sing the theme song “Love is in the Air” to put all in the mood for a sweet night. I am sure, this Event of the Year will be something to remember.

So friends, dress right and be there at eight and have a good time.

NEEL

My doing the cooking and your doing the eating is not my idea of sharing chores!

---
JUNIORS!!!

There will be a very important class meeting on Monday, Feb. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in Clare Hall lounge. We will be discussing the Prom Budget. Please try to attend.

Mary, Nick, Joan, Karen, Cindy, Greg

RULES FOR DOYLE HALL SURVIVAL
(strictly satire)

1. Only love a girl for her “mind” especially if she has a body to go with it.
2. Never touch a girl’s soul without your hands, you might get stuck.
3. If you can’t make good grades play men’s varsity sports.
4. Live for drunken stupers.
5. Never show sensitivity.
6. Foreign students are unimportant, especially the girls.
7. Show interest only in the overendowed.
8. Talk only about sports and sex and only on elementary levels so that the basketball players can understand.
9. Never think as an individual.
10. Never be sensitive about anything, especially girls.
11. Be cold to any girl who won’t put out for you.
12. Always stay with shallow girls so you look smart.
13. If anyone asks you a favor who has broken one of these rules— you don’t have the time. If it is a girl— you don’t have the time, unless, of course she is overendowed.

Never Care
Never Love
Never Think
Never Cry— You’ll do fine at Doyle.

Doyle Hall Resident
(name withheld for reason of sanity)

L’AMOUR EST BLEU

For those of you who were blue on Valentine’s Day instead of having a heart laced with white, this is a valentine for you, from someone who really cares.

It’s not important that only one person care, though it may be enjoyable. What is more important is to care for and be loved by real friends.

Valentine’s Day is not just for lovers. It’s for those who love. If you give with an open heart, it will be returned to you a thousand fold. It’s hard to smile when you’d rather cry, but remember, a smile could lighten someone else’s day or keep them from crying.

The harder it gets, the more you should care because somewhere there is someone who needs caring.

If there is no one else who cares, remember there are at least three who care... Rosie, Dennis, and most importantly, God.

Since I’ve been with you cuckoo-nuts have been in season.
Question: What one thing do the Marian Knights and the Indiana State Sycamores have in common? Answer: They're both Number 1. Though not Number 1 in the National Polls, as the Sycamores are, the knights are the No. 1 independent team in the state of Indiana, as they shoot for the District 21 N.A.I.A. playoffs the first week in March. The Knights accomplished this by defeating the defending District Champion Franklin Grizzlies for the second time this year, 73-60 at Franklin, on Tuesday night. The win was the fourth in a row for the Knights, and their eighth in their last 11 games. It upped their season record to 12-10, the most wins for a Marian Basketball team since the 1974-75 season.

The Knights were led in scoring at Franklin by sophomore Phil Sarvari with 19 points. He also grabbed seven rebounds and handed out seven assists. Other Knights in double figures were sophomores Brenden McGeehan with 14, Bryan Mills with 11, and Dale Wernke with 10. The Knights shot 59% from the floor for the game on 29-50, including 16-25 in the second half. It marks the first time since the 1973-74 campaign that Marian has beaten Franklin twice in the same season, which is also, coincidentally, the last time the Knights made the Play-offs.

Last Saturday night the Knights defeated Marion 88-73 for their second win this season over the Titans. The Knights were led in scoring by sophomore Chad Miller's career-high seven points. He also pulled down a game-high seven rebounds. Others in double figures were Bryan Mills with 21 points and seven assists, and Phil Sarvari with 16 points.

The Junior Varsity Knights lost their fourth in-a-row, and in the process saw their record drop to 3-10, when they were beaten at Father Sinnott has been labeled a "criminal priest can better see the necessity and privilege of being allowed to criticize one's country.

"My greatest joy is to criticize my government. You have to have the ability to correct yourself, or you are going to lose it. I criticize because I love this country," he commented.

The former Vicar General of the Inchau diocese sees his present role as helping to awaken the American people to abuses of human rights in other countries.

"What every American should do is journey outside the U.S. for a short time to view the tremendous power the American government has in the politics and economics of other nations. This influence should be used more constructively than it is," he concluded.

----Beth Wathen

MORE ON FATHER SINNOTT

Father Sinnott stood in his address, "U.S. Foreign Policy--Human Rights", that massive American economic and military aid to South Korea has been indications of the support for South Korean dictator Park Chung Hee, who in 1972 imposed martial law and restrictive emergency measures to suppress growing discontent among his people.

In citing examples of how the U.S. corporations and the government are taking advantage of the South Korean people, Father Sinnott informed the audience that the minimum wage is 25¢ in that country, as opposed to $2.90 in the United States. Several U.S. corporations can produce their products, such as Barbie dolls and electronic radio parts, at a much cheaper cost. These huge profits do not remain in South Korea, but return back to America.

"These people are being used up by their government for economic advancement," the missionary commented.

Father Sinnott remarked to the students and faculty that the corruption, militarism and dictatorship is growing stronger. Several persons have been either fined, sentenced to prison, or "mysteriously disappeared" for speaking out against the South Korean government. These have included poets, religious leaders and students.

"Any student demonstrating, symbolically or otherwise, against the government can be sentenced to death," remarked Father...

The situation in South Korea and other such countries has affected the role of the missionary. A growing number of them are becoming more actively involved in securing human rights for everyone, but it has been a dangerous, uphill battle.

Father Sinnott has been labeled a "criminal by South Korean law" for his part in openly criticizing the government. The Maryknoll priest can better see the necessity and privilege of being allowed to criticize one's country.

"My greatest joy is to criticize my government. You have to have the ability to correct yourself, or you are going to lose it. I criticize because I love this country," he commented.

The former Vicar General of the Inchau diocese sees his present role as helping to awaken the American people to abuses of human rights in other countries.

"What every American should do is journey outside the U.S. for a short time to view the tremendous power the American government has in the politics and economics of other nations. This influence should be used more constructively than it is," he concluded.

----Beth Wathen

DEAR VALENTINE,

You say of me
You often think.
Could you combine That thought with wink?

---Katherine Fite

Steve Greenlee, S.I.D.

NOTE: What's a Grizzly???

If marriage is an institution, and love is blind, then marriage is an institution of the blind.
APPLAUDS

BACK'S NEW SWEETHEART
RYNARD, AHAUS -- SIR CAMELOTS
DAN G'S SILLY GRIN
MUG RACK
MAPLE'S PARTY -- THAT I MISSED
POGO'S BIRTHDAY
ROBERTA & DANINE
GROOVY, JEFF
EMMERT & BACK'S PARTY
DOZEN VALENTINE ROSES
GREAT ROOMATES' JILL O!
IN YOUR DREAMS COWBOY
ANGELA STOLL Ph.D, MD, BS
3-MAIN ZOO
COACH CASH
ASSISTANT COACH SHADOW
BAD NEWS BEARS
BARF'S DISCO
MICKIE D
EATING OUT
AQUA BOOGIE
MR. SNAKE
DEXTROSE DEE IN 9:30 LAB
MY NEW ROOMIE & FRIEND - DIANE
THE EXPLODING LADY

SAVING AT ALLISON
OATMEAL & ICE CREAM
GOING TO SWEETHEARTS WITH PHIL
MCDONALD'S BREAK
FRIENDS TO TALK WITH
BEING HONEST
BEING IDEALISTIC
HAPPY -- HOUR AT GEORGETOWN
GREG, GEORGE, TIM, & PEANUTS
THE FUN ROOM -- 1301 D
TOKE -- SICK WINOS
PERSONS CONCERNED ABOUT SICK FRIENDS
(THANKS JC AND M J AND THE REST)
THE CAF'S CHINESE NEW YEAR (AH -- SO)
KING ARTHUR'S PIZZA (DEEP DISH SAUSAGE)
NEW ELS ROOMMATE ANNICA
THE FRESHMAN ZOO ON THREE MAIN
3 MAIN NEW RA MARY HOLSTEEN
WEEKENDS
VITAMINS C PILLS
BACK IN THE LAND OF THE LIVING
LATE NIGHT TALKS WITH A CLOSE FRIEND
(YES YOU CW)
SURPRISE VISITS FROM OLD FRIENDS -- GREAT
SEEING YOU; "M'BG"
LJANE BROOKHART'S ART EXHIBIT
S.E.J.'S SPEEDY RECOVERY (GREAT SEEING YOU
"ALIVE" BETHI)
HOT LEMON AND HONEY
THE LORD OF THE RINGS -- FOR THE 7TH READ-
LING!
A CLEAN ROOM (RIGHT, ANNCAL)
QUIET, CANDLE-LIT EVENINGS WITH SOFT MUSIC
PHONE CALLS FROM JEFF
NEIL DIAMOND
NUM BRIGADE
PRIEST BRIGADE
"OOH, HOT CEREAL!"
FRIENDS HELPING SICK FRIEND
SIMCA FROM LOUISVILLE
SHAKESPEARE
HEALTH FOOD MIX IN CAFE
"MOVIE, MOVIE"
"HALLOWEEN"
MAPLE'S PARTY
THE BEST OF EVERYONE
TEDDY BEARS S
STRANGE PLACES
KISSAPOTAMUS'
CLAUDIA M
DIZZY'S DILIGENCE
ROSENKRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN
TRAGEDIANS
GROUP EFFORT ROSES
.. . ALFRED

HISSES
disappointing valentines
julie's cancer
chlorine
stone faces
the flu
wall flowers
cliques at marian
disappointing 3/ party night
colds, flu and other viruses going around clamp
hearing "drink plenty of fluids, get plenty of
rest and take aspirin..." even in my sleep
snow, snow and more snow on weekends
senior under-grads and comp apathy
pron dresses
frigid temperatures (and no one to keep you warm)
feeling frustrated
no car (and no license)
no mail (or male)
mysterious male callers when you're not home
tests, and more tests
visits from "Fred" when you least expect
work, work and no play
cabin fever already and no place to go
too much tea
losing weight and no clothes that fit
eating "Macs" twice a day 'cuz of caf food
comes a time
changing wedding plans
too little time & too much to do
cutting people down
being too realistic
beto's raging
2:30 speech class
no money
flunking 4 tests
t.p.'s big mouth
jews
dull roger
emmert's date
simko's -- no date tonight
ignorant nurses
over-rated x-rated movies!
appendix -- less Schroeder
roses
philosophy tests
saturday night dinner in the caf.
raw steak
no "home"
being sick all weekend
giving your co-editor your cold-Sorry danine!
more applauds

APPLAUDS -- MORE OF THEM!
VD GIFTS - MINNIE & GOOFY
CANDY KISSES
VALENTINES OF RED RED ROSES
FEBRUARY 16
SPARKLING ROCKS
MARY SEARLE FOR A SWEETHEARTS DATE
THE RETURN TO MARIAN BY MARY SEARLE
EVELYN WHITE & THOM BOHRERS
"rippled baby"

Confidential
A hop, skip and a stones throw from Louisville
A horse, a horse my kingdom for a horse
Is Evelyn White on top?
Nancy--who's going to be making whose bed?
How come the doughnuts are late on Wed.
mornings? Do you know, Peg?
Marge, will you make my wedding cake?
A'S. -- don't you owe me $6.00?
Greg and Mike's pit stop after Maples'
Meet me for breakfast, M.B.
Where's your keys, C?
Judy, do wallflowers ever bloom?
Dale, we know what's in North Vernon.
Thanks for being so quiet, 3-Main.
Michel & Beth-- Thou art on drugs
For a good time, call any Alto.